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Introduction

Transitions to democracy occur in clusters and waves

A wave of democratization is a group of transitions from
nondemocratic to democratic regimes that occur within a
specified period of time and that significantly outnumber
transitions in the opposite direction. - Huntington (1991)

Dominant explanation has been “diffusion”

Cross-border dependencies between states explain why
democratization is more likely to occur once democracy has
taken hold in neighboring states



Two Problems

1. Does not test diffusion
Only test whether the presence of democratic neighbors is
associated with democratization

e.g., Mexico in 2000 would count as evidence of diffusion, since
it borders the United States, a country that democratized 224
years earlier

May show that dem neighbors increase the probability of
democratization at home but does not explain why
democratization clusters in time.
If democratization does occur in waves, then we should expect a
synchronous international stimulus.



Two Problems

2. Does not explain democratization

Like the democratization lit itself, the diffusion lit sidesteps
causation, content to demonstrate the countries near
democracies are more likely to democratize.
Literature only mentions some possible mechanisms, such as
imitation and cross-border support for democracy groups
Thus, we are left with a residual explanation which, of course,
is sensitive to rival sources of causation.



Our Argument

What appears as diffusion is, in fact, “umbrella causation”
(Weber).

Temporal and geographic clustering of democratization is
caused by international economic (and political) shocks

Similar economic composition and exposure to the
international economy in regions yields clustered transitions.

Economic shocks can disrupt patronage networks that unify
elites and turn masses against the status quo.

Reproduce the findings of previous authors, but

use correct measure of diffusion
show that diffusion disappears once we account for economic
and political international factors



Anecdotal Support

Case studies overwhelmingly cite economic crises as the cause
of democratization.

Econ crisis cited as main cause of democratization in 33 of 43
cases; diffusion/imitation only mentioned seven times – mostly
in E. Europe. (Jay Ulfelder MPSA09)

Historians even cite famine in 1780s France (possibly from the
1783 Laki Eruption) and limited adoption of the hearty
potato as a cause of the French Revolution.



Data

Sample: 81 autocracies, 1960-2000

Dependent: Regime (Przeworski et al. 2000)

Controls:

% population Muslim
GDP per capita
Oil dummy
Ethnic fractionization



Data & Method

Independent:
Diffusion = % democracies among neighbors today minus the
% that where democratic x years ago

where x goes from 1 to 8
e.g., value of 1 means that while none of the neighbors where
democracies x years ago, they are all democracies today

International shocks:

Growth rates
Debt as a % of GDP
Cold war dummy

Method: Probit



Table 1: Effects of Diffusion

Models
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

lag 2 .870
(.454)∗

lag 3 .912
(.380)∗∗

lag 4 .615
(.357)∗

lag 5 .627
(.326)∗

lag 6 .620
(.304)∗∗

lag 7 .614
(.289)∗∗

lag 8 .692
(.280)∗∗

Obs. 1802 1798 1790 1777 1760 1738 1717



Table 2: Effects of Diffusion adding Cold War

Models
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

lag 2 .674
(.458)

lag 3 .753
(.383)∗∗

lag 4 .434
(.361)

lag 5 .441
(.332)

lag 6 .437
(.313)

lag 7 .420
(.298)

lag 8 .462
(.292)

Cold War -.442 -.437 -.441 -.438 -.419 -.416 -.402
(.121)∗∗∗ (.121)∗∗∗ (.121)∗∗∗ (.121)∗∗∗ (.122)∗∗∗ (.123)∗∗∗ (.125)∗∗∗

Obs. 1802 1798 1790 1777 1760 1738 1717



Table 4: Effects of Diffusion Adding Economic Shocks

Models
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

lag 2 .617
(.465)

lag 3 .676
(.387)∗

lag 4 .378
(.365)

lag 5 .363
(.337)

lag 6 .363
(.317)

lag 7 .362
(.301)

lag 8 .420
(.295)

Debt .074 .075 .075 .067 .068 .066 .063
(.071) (.070) (.070) (.071) (.071) (.072) (.072)

Growth -.010 -.010 -.010 -.011 -.009 -.010 -.010
(.005)∗∗ (.005)∗∗ (.005)∗∗ (.005)∗∗ (.005)∗ (.005)∗ (.005)∗

Cold War -.399 -.394 -.399 -.404 -.389 -.387 -.373
(.126)∗∗∗ (.126)∗∗∗ (.126)∗∗∗ (.127)∗∗∗ (.127)∗∗∗ (.128)∗∗∗ (.129)∗∗∗

Obs. 1802 1798 1790 1777 1760 1738 1717



Figure 1: Predicted Probabilities of Democratization.



Conclusion

The diffusion of democracy literature neglects both causation
the temporal component of clustered transitions to
democracy

Testing with reasonable lags and controlling for economic and
political variables suggests that common economic shocks,
rather than imitation, best explains clustered patterns of
democratization.



Table 3: Effects of Diffusion W/ Economic Shocks

Models
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

lag 2 .737
(.465)

lag 3 .783
(.388)∗∗

lag 4 .497
(.364)

lag 5 .479
(.334)

lag 6 .482
(.312)

lag 7 .495
(.295)∗

lag 8 .590
(.287)∗∗

Debt .132 .132 .132 .124 .124 .120 .113
(.066)∗∗ (.065)∗∗ (.065)∗∗ (.066)∗ (.067)∗ (.067)∗ (.067)∗

Growth -.011 -.011 -.011 -.012 -.010 -.010 -.010
(.005)∗∗ (.005)∗∗ (.005)∗∗ (.005)∗∗ (.005)∗ (.005)∗ (.005)∗

Obs. 1802 1798 1790 1777 1760 1738 1717



Figure 2: Predicted Probabilities of Democratization.


